NEW! FOR 2019

ORION SELECTION PACK
OUR SMALLEST SELECTION PACK, PERFECT FOR THOSE WHO REQUIRE A GENTLE BUT ELEGANT DISPLAY

NEW!
RAP £13
OUTER CARTON 18
PIECES PER PACK 12
CODE: 20001

APOLLO SELECTION PACK
IDEAL FOR THE SMALLER GARDEN WITH A WELL BALANCED SELECTION ON GROUND AND AERIAL FIREWORKS

NEW!
RAP £20
OUTER CARTON 12
PIECES PER PACK 18
CODE: 20003

SELECTION PACK CONTENTS MAY VARY. ILLUSTRATIONS MAY VARY.
SELECTION PACKS

GEMINI SELECTION PACK
THIS SELECTION PACK WILL KEEP YOU COMING BACK FOR MORE WITH ITS VARIETY OF FANTASTIC FIREWORKS.

NEW!

CODE: 20006

ARp £30 OUTER CARTON 8 PIECES PER PACK 22

PIONEER SELECTION PACK
THE EFFECTS ARE GETTING BIGGER AND BRIGHTER IN THIS MIDSIZED SELECTION PACK THAT IS GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY.

NEW!

CODE: 20007

ARp £50 OUTER CARTON 5 PIECES PER PACK 27
NEW! FOR 2019

COLUMBIA
FIREWORK SELECTION

COLUMBIA SELECTION PACK
A GUARANTEED WINNER, WITH ALMOST EVERYTHING YOU WILL EVER NEED. THIS SELECTION PACK WILL SURELY BECOME A PARTY FAVOURITE.

CODE: 20008
30 PIECES PER PACK
3 OUTER CARTON
£80 ARP

4 SELECTION PACK CONTENTS MAY VARY. ILLUSTRATIONS MAY VARY.
SELECTION PACKS

DISCOVERY
FIREWORK SELECTION

A MUST HAVE SELECTION PACK THAT WILL PUT THE FUN INTO ANY BONFIRE PARTY WITH ITS EXCEPTIONAL VARIETY OF GROUND AND AERIAL FIREWORKS.

NEW!

CODE: 20011
PIECES PER PACK 35 OUTER CARTON 2 ARP £110
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MARS ELITE SELECTION PACK

A PREMIUM SELECTION PACK, FULL OF HIGH QUALITY EFFECTS THAT NEVER SEEM TO END, A GUARANTEED WINNER!

CODE: 12003

PIECES PER PACK: 23
OUTER CARTON: 5
RRP: £70

6 PREMIUM EFFECTS

SELECTION PACK CONTENTS MAY VARY. ILLUSTRATIONS MAY VARY.
JUPITER ELITE SELECTION PACK

This is the king pin of premium selection packs, with breath-taking effects, simply brilliant. The ideal choice for any firework connoisseur.

CODE: 12007
PIECES PER PACK: 36
OUTER CARTON: 3
RSP: £140

XL SELECTION PIECES 7
UNIVERSE DISPLAY PACK

THE IDEAL PACK FOR ANY BONFIRE PARTY, IT'S PACKED WITH FUN AND EXCITEMENT WITH:

3x LARGE COMBINATION FOUNTAINS,
2x CONICAL FOUNTAINS, 1x ROMAN CANDLE BATTERY, 5x EXTRA-LARGE CAKES AND 8x ROCKETS.

CODE: 10105

RPP: £230
OUTER CARTON: 1
PIECES PER PACK: 19

XL SELECTION PIECES

SELECTION PACK CONTENTS MAY VARY. ILLUSTRATIONS MAY VARY.
EXPLORER DISPLAY PACK

A BUMPER COLLECTION OF FIREWORKS THAT WILL ENTRALL ANY AUDIENCE WITH:
2x LARGE COMBINATION FOUNTAINS, 2x CONICAL FOUNTAINS, 1x ROMAN CANDLE BATTERY, 8x EXTRA-LARGE CAKES AND 10x ROCKETS.

CODE: ID10

PIECES PER PACK 23 OUTTER CARTON 1

£290
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DISPLAY PACKS

PREDATOR DISPLAY PACK

A POWER HOUSE PACK CONSISTING OF BOTH 1.3G CAKES AND ROCKETS, AS WELL AS ROMAN CANDLE BARRAGES AND FOUNTAINS. IT'S SUPER-SIZED EFFECT WILL MAKE ANY BONFIRE PARTY A ROARING SUCCESS.

CODE: 20125
PIECES PER PACK: 15
OUTER CARTON: 1
ARP: £550
XL DISPLAY PIECES 11
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NEW!

KRYPTON BLAST BARRAGE PACK

This small but powerful barrage pack will make you the envy of every Bonfire Party, with its mind-twisting effects.

Code: 20190
Pieces per pack: 5 XL
Outer carton: 3
RPP: £100

NEW!

HELL RAISER 2 BARRAGE PACK

This pack will produce an array of coloured, crackling and glittering stars bursts with time rain and brocade effects with COCO and CHRYSANTHEMUM BURSTS.

Code: 20200
RPP: £140
Outer carton: 2
Pieces per pack: 5 XL

12
134 SHOTS
BARRAGE PACKS

BATTLE STAR
BARRAGE PACK

This barrage pack contains 8 large cakes ejecting a total of 146 shots. It has a multitude of effects from palm to dahlia peony burst, with the brightest of colours and noisiest effects.

R.R.P. £200
Outer Carton 1
Pieces Per Pack 8XL

146 SHOTS
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TITAN ROCKET PACK
A pack of 5 rockets that soar to amazing heights and burst with green peonies, golden strobe with green stars or silver rain, green strobe with red stars and silver strobe with blue stars.

CODE: 20605
PIECES PER PACK: 5
OUTER CARTON: 24
RAP: £8

FA8 ROCKET PACK
A bumper pack of rockets with an assorted effects from silver, green and golden strobe effects, red stars and crackling star bursts.

CODE: 20606
PIECES PER PACK: 8
OUTER CARTON: 36
RAP: £11
ROCKET PACKS

STAR TROOPER

A pack of 5 rockets with effects that include red palms, silver or green strobe with red stars, colourful peonies and crackling stars.

CODE: 20609
PIECES PER PACK 5
OUTER CARTON 20
RAP £15

STAR FIGHTER

A pack of 4 twin bursting rockets with effects that include red, green, gold or assorted coloured palms followed by silver or green strobe with crackling stars.

CODE: 20610
PIECES PER PACK 4
OUTER CARTON 14
RAP £17
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SPACE RAIDERS ROCKET PACK
A pack of 5 superb rockets with stunning effects, simply a must for this year.

CODE: 20613
PIECES PER PACK 5 OUTER CARTON 12 RRP £20

ALIEN INVADER ROCKET PACK
A pack of 9 assorted sized rockets, each soaring into the night sky with an abundance of colour and noise.

CODE: 20617
PIECES PER PACK 9 OUTER CARTON 10 RRP £25
**ROCKET PACKS**

**SPACe HAWK**

- **Code:** 20618
- **Pieces per pack:** 5
- **Outer carton:** 6
- **ARP:** £38

A pack of 5 rockets, these mid-sized rockets pack a big punch, with excellent effects and breath-taking colours.

**TURBO STAR ROCKET PACK**

- **Code:** 20632
- **Pieces per pack:** 14
- **Outer carton:** 6
- **ARP:** £38

A pack of 14 rockets with three different sizes and many effects including - golden coconut bursts with crackling pistols, purple to green starbursts, and lemon peony burst with white glitter, a great value family rocket pack.
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**Space Vipers Rocket Pack**

A pack of 5 five large twin bursting rockets which consist of assorted dahlia effects, green Coco Or red wave effects with rain, chrysanthemum and crackling starbursts.

**Code:** 20620

- **Pieces per pack:** 5
- **Outer Carton:** 6
- **ARp:** £43

---

**Space Shuttle Rocket Pack**

Our largest 1.4G rocket pack of assorted sizes providing lots of colour and noise that will help to create mayhem across the night skies - all contained in one brilliant pack.

**Code:** 20640

- **Pieces per pack:** 21
- **Outer Carton:** 4
- **ARp:** £58

---

**Twin Burst**

![Image of Twin Burst]
ROCKET PACKS

BLACK GEMINI ROCKET PACK
There’s been many copies, but the Cosmic team has brought the original power house back and it’s better than ever with even bigger starburst which include combinations willow, brocade, glittering and crackling effects.

CODE: 10305
PIECES PER PACK 9
OUTER CARTON 6
ARP £58

CYBER ASSAULT ROCKET PACK
A pack of 5 rockets of two sizes with effects that include green glittering bursts with red dahlia stars, brocade crown effects, colourful peonies, red wave effects with crackle and brocade effects with red glittering stars.

CODE: 10308
PIECES PER PACK 5
OUTER CARTON 4
ARP £74
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STAR ENFORCER
ROCKET PACK

OUR BIGGEST AND BEST ROCKET PACK

OUR BIGGEST ROCKET PACK WITHIN THIS RANGE AND YES, THEY ARE 1.3G. THESE ROCKETS PACK A MASSIVE PUNCH, SO BE SURE TO RESERVE YOURS EARLY AND AVOID ANY DISAPPOINTMENT.

CODE: 20642
PIECES PER PACK: 30
OUTER CARTON: 4
RRP: £89

20
ROCKETS

DEATH STAR SINGLE LARGE ROCKETS

The daddy of rockets is here with four varieties. These include assorted peony bursts with cracking star, green glittering willows bursts with popping flower effects, golden brocade bursts with red glittering stars and red & green willows with white glittering.

ARp £35 EACH OUTER CARTON 8 VARIETIES 4

_CODE: 10325_
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CRAZY MISSILES 72 SHOT CAKE
A 72 SHOT CAKE EJECTING WHISTLING MISSILES WITH RED AND TAILS AND CRACKLING STARS.

AIR STRIKE 12 SHOT CAKE
A 12 SHOT CAKE EJECTING COLOURED TAILS WHICH BURST WITH EITHER RED, GREEN OR BLUE STARS WITH CRACKLE.

COMET CHASER 20 SHOT CAKE
A 20 SHOT CAKE, EJECTING ASSORTED COLOURED COMET, WHICH CHASE EACH OTHER ACROSS THE NIGHT SKY.
SMALL CAKES

RED COSMOS
9 SHOT CAKE
A 9 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURST OF RED STAR, WHITE GLITTER AND PURPLE CRACKLING.

CODE: 20714
RAP £14 SHOTS 9 OUTER CARTON 18

DOOMSDAY
21 SHOT CAKE
A 21 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED, BLUE, SILVER OR GOLDEN TAILS WHICH BURST WITH EITHER RED & WHITE GLITTERING STARS, BLUE & GOLD GLITTERING STARS, SILVER WAVE EFFECTS WITH CRACKLE, OR BROCade CROWN EFFECTS WITH RED GLITTERING STARS.

CODE: 20716
OUTER CARTON 16 SHOTS 21 RAP £15

FIRE STORM
12 SHOT CAKE
THIS 12 SHOT CAKE WILL LIGHT-UP THE NIGHT SKY WITH ITS VIVID AND WONDERFUL COLOURED EFFECTS, A MUST FOR ANY PARTY.

NEW!
CODE: 20717
RAP £15 SHOTS 12 OUTER CARTON 16

23
GOD OF THUNDER
20 SHOT CAKE
20 SHOT CAKE EJECTING LOUD TITANIUM STARBURSTS WITH RED AND GREEN STARS
LOUD!
CODE: 20720
ARP £17 SHOTS 20 OUTER CARTON 12

NEUTRON BOMB
16 SHOT CAKE
A 16 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF RED WAVE & GREEN COCO TO RED STARS, SILVER WAVE TO RED, GREEN AND BLUE STARS, SILVER STROBE AND CRACKLING STARS.
CODE: 20725
OUTER CARTON 12 SHOTS 16 ARP £20

MARTIAN ATTACK
32 SHOT CAKE
A 32 SHOT CAKE EJECTING COLOURED TAILS WHICH BURST WITH AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED PALMS AND TWINKLING STARS.
CODE: 20730
ARP £18 SHOTS 32 OUTER CARTON 12

24
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SMALL CAKES

SKY MONKEY 162 SHOT CAKE
A PROVEN FAVOURITE, 162 SHOTS OF MANIC WHISTLING MISSILES CAUSE MAYHEM IN THE NIGHT SKY.

TRAIL BLAZER 13 SHOT CAKE
A 13 SHOT CAKE EJECT BOUQUETS OF WHITE GLITTERING STARS AND ENORMOUS BURSTS SILVER STROBING STARS.

SCREAMING VAMPIRES 300 SHOT CAKE
A FIRM FAVOURITE WITH 300 MISSILES SENT SPIRALLING UPWARDS PRODUCING LOUD WHISTLES AND CRACKLING STARS.
SCORPION KING
19 SHOT CAKE
A 19 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED OR PURPLE TAILS WHICH BURST WITH EITHER RED, GREEN & BLUE STARBURSTS, PINK STARBURSTS OR CRACKLING STARBURSTS.

CODE: 20744
OUTER CARTON 10 SHOTS 19 ARP £24

GALACTIC RAIDERS
19 SHOT CAKE
A 19 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED, SILVER OR BLUE TAILS WHICH BURST WITH EITHER RED & BLUE STARBURST, SILVER COCO & RED STROBE STARBURSTS OR GREEN COCO AND TIME RAIN STARBURSTS.

CODE: 20746
ARP £24 SHOTS 19 OUTER CARTON 10

DESERT STORM
19 SHOT CAKE
A 19 SHOT CAKE EJECTING GREEN, RED OR GOLDEN TAILS WHICH BURST WITH EITHER RED & SILVER STROBE STARBURSTS, RED COCO AND CRACKLING STARBURSTS OR GOLDEN BROCADE STARBURSTS.

CODE: 20748
OUTER CARTON 10 SHOTS 19 ARP £24
LARGE CAKES

STING RAY
MULTI SHOT CAKE

AN ELECTRIFYING FIREWORK THAT PRODUCES A BREATHTAKING DISPLAY OF COLOURED AND CRACKLING STARS.

NEW!

CODE: 20758

ARP £30
SHOTS MULTI
OUTER CARTON 8

POWER FORCE
40 SHOT CAKE

A 40 SHOT CAKE EJECTING EITHER WHISTLE COMETS, GREEN OR SILVER TAILS THAT BURST WITH EITHER RED STAR & SILVER STROBE EFFECTS, BLUE STARS & CRACKLE EFFECTS, RED OR GREEN PALM EFFECTS, OR PURPLE STAR WITH CHRYSANTHEMUM EFFECTS.

1.3G

CODE: 20741

ARP £32
SHOTS 40
OUTER CARTON 8

DEMONIC TERROR
20 SHOT CAKE

A 20 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF RED COCO WITH TIME RAIN, YELLOW COCO WITH BLUE STARS AND GREEN STROBE, SILVER STROBE WITH RED, GREEN, BLUE OR PURPLE STARS, SPIDER EFFECTS WITH PEACH, RED AND GREEN STROBE AND BROCADE EFFECTS WITH BLUE STAR.

CODE: 20749

OUTER CARTON 8
SHOTS 20
ARP £32
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SUPER NOVA
19 SHOT CAKE
A 1.3G 19 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED, GREEN OR YELLOW TAILS THAT BURST WITH LARGE BURSTS OF RED, GREEN OR YELLOW PALM CHRYSANTHEMUM EFFECTS.

CODE: 20751
OUTER CARTON 6 SHOTS 19 RRP £34

COMET BLITZ
63 SHOT CAKE
A 63 SHOT CAKE EJECTING VOLLEYS OF COLOURED STARBURSTS AND CRACKLING STARS WHICH FILL THE NIGHT SKY WITH AMAZING AND BREATHTAKING EFFECTS.

CODE: 20752
RRP £34 SHOTS 63 OUTER CARTON 6

APOCALYPSE
21 SHOT CAKE
A 21 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED TAILS THAT BURST WITH BROCade CROWNS FOLLOWED BY EITHER RED OR GREEN STARS WITH RED OR SILVER STROBE AND CRACKLING STARS.

CODE: 20754
OUTER CARTON 6 SHOTS 21 RRP £36
**LARGE CAKES**

**SWAMP BEAST**
- 22 SHOT CAKE
- A 22 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED, GREEN OR BLUE TAILS WITH BURST OF RED, GREEN OR BLUE STARS WITH TIME RAIN EFFECTS.
- Code: 20756
- RRP: £36
- Shots: 22
- Outer Carton: 6

**WICKED GOARGONS**
- 28 SHOT CAKE
- A 28 SHOT FANNED CAKE EJECTING RED, GREEN AND BLUE TAILS WHICH BURST WITH RED STARS AND GREEN GLITTER, BROCADE CROWNS, WHITE GLITTER, AND CRACKLING BROCADE CROWNS.
- Code: 20710
- RRP: £45
- Shots: 28
- Outer Carton: 4

**STAR BOMBARD II**
- 38 SHOT CAKE
- A 38 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF RED, GREEN OR BLUE STARS WITH SILVER STROBE AND RED, GREEN OR PURPLE PALM ALSO WITH SILVER STROBE.
- Code: 20768
- RRP: £62
- Shots: 38
- Outer Carton: 4
NEMESIS ATTACK
35 SHOT CAKE

A 35 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF WHITE GLITTER WITH RED STARS, GREEN GLITTER AND SILVER COCO, AND CRACKLING STARBURSTS.

CODE: 20777
OUTER CARTON: 3 SHOTS: 35
RRP: £65

ASTRAL RAIDER
55 SHOT CAKE

A 55 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF RED, GREEN AND YELLOW STARS WITH WHITE GLITTER, GOLDEN BROCADES WITH BLUE STARS, AND SILVER CHRYSANTHEMUM BURSTS WITH RED, GREEN OR BLUE STARS.

CODE: 20776
OUTER CARTON: 4 SHOTS: 55
RRP: £68
SONIC FORCE
130 SHOT CAKE
A 130 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF COLOURED STARS, PALMS, BROCADES AND CRACKLING STARS.

WAR MACHINE
MULTI SHOT CAKE
LET THE BATTLE COMMENCE, A TRUE HEAVYWEIGHT FIREWORK AT A GREAT PRICE, THAT WILL BE A SURE TO BE A WINNER, BUY IT AND BE AMAZED!
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RAGING RAPTORS
37 SHOT CAKE

A 37 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF GOLDEN WILLOW, SILVER PALMS & RED STROBE, RED PALMS & SILVER STROBE, SILVER PALMS & BLUE DAHLIA STARS, GREEN PALMS & TI-CRYSANTHEMUM EFFECTS, AND BURST OF CRACKLING PALMS.

CODE: 20780
OUTER CARTON 3 SHOTS 37 RRP £80

SATURN MISSILES
1000 SHOT CAKE

A 1000 SHOT MISSILE CAKE WHICH EJECTS A FRENZY OF COLOURED AND CRACKLING WHISTLING MISSILES INTO THE NIGHT SKY IN A MASS OF COLOUR AND NOISE.

CODE: 20812
OUTER CARTON 2 SHOTS 1000 RRP £85
**JUDGEMENT DAY**

**500 SHOT CAKE**

A 500 SHOT CAKE EJECTING AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED, CRACKLING AND WHISTLING COMETS AND BURSTS OF RED AND WHITE GLITTER, GOLD CRACKLING, PURPLE CRACKLING, SILVER WAVES, BLUE STAR WITH WHITE GLITTER AND TIME RAIN EFFECTS.

**MUTANTS WRATH**

**66 SHOT CAKE**

A 66 SHOT CAKE EJECTING AN ASSORTED COLOURED TAILS WHICH BURST GOLDEN COCO EFFECTS WITH PURPLE OR GREEN STARS, RED PLUM BLOSSOM EFFECTS WITH EITHER RED, GREEN, PURPLE OR BLUE STARS, SILVER FLOWER WILLOW EFFECTS WITH RED OR BLUE STARS AND BROCADE COCO BURSTS WITH RED OR BLUE STARS.

**MUTANTS WRATH**

**SHOTS 66**

**RRP £100**

**JUDGEMENT DAY**

**SHOTS 500**

**RRP £90**

**OUTER CARTON 2**

**OUTER CARTON 2**
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RAGING RAPTORS
37 SHOT CAKE

A 37 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURSTS OF GOLDEN WILLOW, SILVER PALMS & RED STROBE, RED PALMS & SILVER STROBE, SILVER PALMS & BLUE DAHLIA STARS, GREEN PALMS & TI-CRYSANTHEMUM EFFECTS, AND BURST OF CRACKLING PALMS.

CODE: 20780
OUTER CARTON 3 SHOTS 37 RAP £80

SATURN MISSILES
1000 SHOT CAKE

A 1000 SHOT MISSILE CAKE WHICH EJECTS A FRENZY OF COLOURED AND CRACKLING WHISTLING MISSILES INTO THE NIGHT SKY IN A MASS OF COLOUR AND NOISE.

CODE: 20812
RAP £85 SHOTS 1000 OUTER CARTON 2
LARGE CAKES

JUDGEMENT DAY
500 SHOT CAKE
A 500 SHOT CAKE EJECTING AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED, CRACKLING AND WHISTLING COMETS AND BURSTS OF RED AND WHITE GLITTER, GOLD CRACKLING, PURPLE CRACKLING, SILVER WAVES, BLUE STAR WITH WHITE GLITTER AND TIME RAIN EFFECTS.

CODE: 20792
ARPP £90 SHOTS 500 OUTER CARTON 2

MUTANTS WRATH
66 SHOT CAKE
A 66 SHOT CAKE EJECTING AN ASSORTED COLOURED TAILS WHICH BURST GOLDEN COCO EFFECTS WITH PURPLE OR GREEN STARS, RED PLUM BLOSSOM EFFECTS WITH EITHER RED, GREEN, PURPLE OR BLUE STARS, SILVER FLOWER WILLOW EFFECTS WITH RED OR BLUE STARS AND BROCADE COCO BURSTS WITH RED OR BLUE STARS.

CODE: 20827
OUTER CARTON 2 SHOTS 66 ARPP £100
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FLAMING
PHOENIX
80 SHOT
SINGLE
IGNITION

A 80 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED AND GREEN TAILS WHICH BURST WITH SILVER PALM EFFECTS WITH RED, GREEN AND YELLOW PEONIES AND SILVER STROBE BURSTS WITH PURPLE AND RED PEONIES.

QUANTUM
LEAP
80 SHOT
CAKE

A 80 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BURST OF RED DAHLIA STARS, SILVER STROBE & RED STARS, RED STROBE & BLUE STARS, GOLDEN WILLOW BURST WITH RED STARS AND BURSTS OF SILVER RAIN AND RED DAHLIA STARS.
STAR COLLISION
19 SHOT CAKE

A LARGE 19 PIECE COMBINATION MINE WITH ERUPTS WITH BOUQUET ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED, CRACKLING AND GLITTERING STARS AND TOP BURSTS OF RED, BLUE, GOLDEN AND CRACKLING STARS WITH GLITTERING EFFECTS.

CODE: I0566
OUTER CARTON: 2
SHOTS: 19
RRP: £115

ARMAGEDDON II
55 SHOT CAKE

GET THE PARTY STARTED WITH THIS 55 SHOT, 1.3G THUNDEROUS CAKE AS IT EJECTS BURSTS OF PURE COLOUR AND NOISE.

CODE: I0575
OUTER CARTON: 2
SHOTS: 55
RRP: £115
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**Atomic Warlord**

61 Shot Cake

A 61 shot cake ejection bursts of golden palm with red stars, blue star with green strobe, blue palms with silver Chrysanthemum, blue and pink starbursts and golden palms with lemon stars.

**Shadow Warrior**

84 Shot Cake

A large 84 shot cake, truly a display in its own right, spectacular in both noise and colour as it produces an array of coloured Peonies, palms, glittering willows effects and silver crackling Chrysanthemums.
PHANTOM MENACE
68 SHOT CAKE

A 68 SHOT FANNE D EJECTING SINGLE AND MULTI-SHOT EFFECTS WITH AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED TAILS WHICH BURST WITH RED AND BLUE STAR WITH TIME RAIN, BLUE STARS WITH SILVER CHRYSANTHEMUM, ORANGE CROSSETTES WITH SILVER CHRYSANTHEMUM, PURPLE AND GREEN STARS WITH TIME RAIN, BROCADES AND TIME RAIN.

SKY SPECTRUM
50 SHOT CAKE

A 50 SHOT CAKE EJECTING WITH VOLLEYS OF 5 BURSTS WHICH INCLUDE COLOURED PALMS, ASSORTED STROBE EFFECTS, GREEN & LILAC STARS, ASSORTED GLITTERING WILLOWS, GOLDEN BROCADES EFFECTS AND CRACKLING STARS WITH SILVER RAIN.

CODE: 10589
OUTER CARTON 1
SHOTS 50
RAP £140

CODE: 20844
OUTER CARTON 1
SHOTS 68
RAP £125
VULCAN'S REVENGE
68 SHOT CAKE

A 68 SHOT POWER HOUSE, WHICH EJECTS CLUSTERS OF RED, GREEN AND BROCADE TAILS THAT BURST WITH EITHER RED STARS & SILVER STROBE, GREEN STARS & CHRYSANTHEMUM EFFECTS, BROCADE CROWNS WITH CRACKLING, GREEN STARS WITH SILVER CRACKLING FLOWER EFFECTS, GOLDEN CHRYSANTHEMUMS EFFECT OR LOUD CRACKLING STARS.

CODE: 10592
OUTER CARTON: 1, SHOTS: 68, RRP: £150

CLONE WARS
120 / 120 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE

A 240 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE EJECTING EITHER LEMON, PINK, WHISTLING, RED, GREEN TAILS WHICH BURST WITH EITHER LEMON, PINK OR BLUE STARS, MULTI COLOURED PEONIES, WHITE OR GREEN GLITTER WITH TIME RAIN OR RED WAVES WITH EITHER GREEN GLITTER OR TIME RAIN.

CODE: 10605
OUTER CARTON: 1, RRP: £160, SHOTS: 240
SINGLE IGNITION

THUNDER DRAGON MULTI SHOT
UNLEASH THE FURY OF THIS FIREWORK AS IT BREATHS FIRE ONTO NIGHT SKY WITH ITS NEW AND EXCITING EFFECTS.

NEW!

CODE: 20850

RADIATION OUTBREAK 87 SHOT CAKE
A 87 SHOT MULTI-DIRECTIONAL CAKE EJECTING RED AND SILVER TAILS WHICH BURSTS WITH BLUE STARS WITH SILVER STROBE, BLUE STARS WITH RED STROBE AND RED STARS WITH SILVER STROBE.

CODE: 10587
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**RAMPAGING WARLORD**

**11 SHOT CAKE**

A BRILLIANT PIECE OF DESIGNING EXCELLENCE AS THIS BARRAGE LIGHTS UP THE NIGHT SKY WITH BREATHTAKING EFFECTS AND COLOURS THAT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND. A MUST FOR ANY BONFIRE PARTY.

**CODE: 20860**

**OUTER CARTON**

1 SHOTS 71

**RRP £180**

---

**666 SATANIC BEAST**

**666 SHOT CAKE**

THIS 666 SHOT BEAST WILL FILL THE SKY WITH AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED EFFECTS THAT INCLUDE - RED, GREEN, BLUE, LEMON AND PURPLE STARS AND BURSTS OF CRACKLING AND SILVER RAIN EFFECTS.

**CODE: 20855**

**OUTER CARTON**

1 SHOTS 666

**RRP £200**
COMPUND CAKES

STEALTH MISSION
48/48 SHOT
COMPOUND CAKE

Our largest 1.3G cake ejecting bursts of coloured palms to silver strobe or crackling stars, king brocade effects, red, green or blue dahlia stars & ti-flower and crackling stars with ti-flower.

CODE: 10612
OUTER CARTON: 1 SHOTS: 96 ARP: £210

MIDNIGHT FINALE
52/52 SHOT
COMPOUND CAKE

A 104 shots compound cake, ejecting either red, green or time rain tails which burst with either blue or purple peonies & gold glitter, golden palms with red & green stars, golden willow effects with silver strobe & red stars or blue star, brocade crown effects with purple and green stars, popping flower effects, red or green palms with either silver strobe or time rain, time gain willow effects with purple or red & green stars and crackling starbursts.

CODE: 10614
ARP: £210 SHOTS: 104 OUTER CARTON: 1
**SHOOTING STARS**

- **Code:** 20404
- **Price:** £4
- **Pieces per Pack:** 5
- **Outer Carton:** 50

**ATOMIC BOOM**

- **Code:** 20404
- **Price:** £4
- **Pieces per Pack:** 5
- **Outer Carton:** 50

**SHOOTING STARS**

- **Code:** 20413
- **Price:** £10
- **Pieces per Pack:** 5
- **Outer Carton:** 24

**STAR STROBE**

- **Code:** 20406
- **Price:** £7
- **Pieces per Pack:** 5
- **Outer Carton:** 24
ROMAN CANDLE PACKS

LOUD!
STAR BOMBS
ROMAN CANDLE PACK
A pack of 5 twin shot 1.3g Roman candles with thunderous bursts of noise and colour.

NEW!
TWIN SHOT
CODE: 20410
OUTER CARTON 24 PIECES PER PACK 5 ARP £11

DRAGON ATTACK
ROMAN CANDLE
A large 8 shot Roman candle ejecting bursts of golden chrysanthemum to red or green stars, brocade with white glitter and red & white peony bursts.
CODE: 20420
OUTER CARTON 16 ARP £12

SKY KING
ROMAN CANDLE PACK
A pack of 4 large twin shot Roman candles ejecting an assorted coloured tails and starbursts. A great pack to help fill the sky with colour and noise.
CODE: 20415
ARP £13 PIECES PER PACK 4 OUTER CARTON 20

WWW.COSMICFIREWORKS.COM
**Silver Bullet**

A large exciting 56 shot barrage which will get your pulses racing as it ejects a multitude of effects.

35 Shot

**Thundery Blast**

**Flaming Inferno**

A 1500 shot Roman candle barrage ejecting crackling comets and green, purple, yellow, blue and silver coco pearls.
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**DEMON'S MINES**

**DEMON'S MINES MINE PACK**
A pack of two devilish mines each begin with a fierce fountain which erupts with coloured or crackling stars and further top burst of coloured starburst effects.

- Code: 20503
- Pieces per pack: 2
- Outer carton: 24
- RRP: £14

**CYCLONE WHEEL**

**CYCLONE WHEEL WHEEL PACK**
A pack of 3 tri-wheels which emit red, green and silver sparks which climax to a piercing whistle effect.

- Code: 20393
- Pieces per pack: 3
- Outer carton: 24
- RRP: £12

**TORNADO LARGE WHEEL**
Witness the splendour of our largest wheel with its endless display of effects and kaleidoscope of colours.

- Code: 203560
- Outer carton: 16
- RRP: £24

**TORNADO MULTI-EFFECTS**

**45**
STAR DUST FOUNTAIN PACK

A pack of 5 fountains each having its own unique effect, emitting cascades of coloured and crackling stars.

CODE: 20300

OUTER CARTON 32 PIECES PER PACK RRP £7

VOLCANIC FIRE FOUNTAIN PACK

A pack of 5 assorted sized cones emitting cascading showers of coloured and crackling stars that reach unbelievable height for such small cones.

CODE: 20306

OUTER CARTON 24 PIECES PER PACK RRP £8

ERUPTING ETNA 2 X FOUNTAINS

An awesome conical fountain with 2 variations, that reach unbelievable heights with full bodied effects of cascading silver coloured and crackling stars.

CODE: 20315

OUTER CARTON 16 RRP £16 EACH
HAUNTED HOUSE COMBINATION FOUNTAIN

A return of a old favourite, this large combination fountain carries a big punch, with excellent colours and effects, but warned this has wonderfully spooky finale.

MULTI EFFECTS

WONDERFULLY SPOOKY FINALE

GLITTER FOUNTAIN COMBINATION FOUNTAIN

A combination fountain emitting showers of sparks which consist of silver strobe, red, blue & silver chrysanthem effects with silver and crackling stars.

MULTI EFFECTS

THUNDER SNAPZ PARTY SNAPS X 50

CODE: 16000

OUTER CARTON 450

PIECES PER PACK 50

RRP £34
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SPARKLERS

10" GIANT GOLD
5 x 10 inch Sparkler Pack
Code: 20582
RAF 90p Pieces Per Pack 5 Outer Carton 144

10" GIANT COLOUR
5 x 10 inch Sparkler Pack
Code: 20584
RAF £1 Pieces Per Pack 5 Outer Carton 144

18" MONSTER GOLD
5 x 18 inch Sparkler Pack
Code: 20590
RAF £1.75 Pieces Per Pack 5 Outer Carton 72

16" MEGA GOLD
10 x 16 inch Sparkler Pack
Code: 20582
RAF £2.35 Pieces Per Pack 10 Outer Carton 80

PACKED IN A TUBE
MEGA
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www.cosmicfireworks.com
MULTI EFFECTS

RED COMET SELECTION PACK
A fun filled selection pack offering breath taking effects. Ideal for a smaller family.

ARRP: £29.99
OUTER CARTON: 4 PIECES PER PACK: 19
CODE: 30001

BLUE COSMOS SELECTION PACK
A superb selection on ground and aerial fireworks that will provide any evening with fun and excitement.

ARRP: £64.99
OUTER CARTON: 6 PIECES PER PACK: 25
CODE: 30003
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**SHY PROBE ROCKET PACK**
A pack of 5 rockets with burst of purple or green palms with crackling stars, red stars with silver strobe, purple and green stars, and chrysanthemum bursts.

**SHY GLITTER ROCKET PACK**
A pack of 9 rockets with bursts which include coloured palms with crackling stars and silver flower effects, assorted coloured starbursts, silver chrysanthemum bursts, and silver strobe.

**Code: 30510**
Pieces per pack: 5
Outer carton: 18
RAP: £12.99

**Code: 30515**
Pieces per pack: 9
Outer carton: 8
RAP: £23.99
SKY BARRAGE ROCKET PACK
A pack of 21 rockets with bursts which include assorted coloured strobe effects with coloured star, assorted palms with crackling stars and coloured peonies.

SKY FORCE ROCKET PACK
A 5 rocket pack with bursts golden willow burst with purple or crackling stars, golden brocade effects with blue, red or green stars.

CODE: 30520
PIECES PER PACK 21
OUTER CARTON 6
RAP £42.99

CODE: 30525
PIECES PER PACK 5
OUTER CARTON 6
RAP £37.99
SKY STORM ROCKET PACK

A TWIN-BURSTING 5 ROCKET PACK WITH BURSTS INCLUDING COLOURED DAHLIA EFFECTS TO CHRYSANTHEMUM OR TIME RAIN, COLOURED WAVES TO CRACKLING, AND GREEN STARS TO CRACKLING.

CODE: 30530
PIECES PER PACK: 5
OUTER CARTON: 6
RPP: £42.99

SKY THUNDER ROCKET PACK

A PACK OF TWO 3" ROCKETS WITH BURSTS OF RED, GREEN, BLUE AND WHITE GLITTERING STARS, AND BLUE DAHLIA STARS WITH GOLD GLITTERING EFFECTS.

CODE: 30540
PIECES PER PACK: 2
OUTER CARTON: 8
RPP: £59.99
Astra's Biggest & Best Rocket Pack

SHY CRUISER ROCKET PACK

A 26 rocket pack with bursts that include golden willow to crackling or strobe pistols, coloured palms with silver chrysanthemum or strobe effects, and dahlia starbursts.

CODE: 30535

PIECES PER PACK 26  OUTER CARTON 4  RRP £64.99

1.3G
**STAR LORD**
25 Shot Cake

A 25 Shot Cake ejecting assorted coloured tails which burst to red stars with crackle, green stars with crackle, blue stars with white glitter, brocade crown and chrysanthemum bursts.

**SPINS**

**MAZE RUNNER**

A spinning fountain that emits showers of silver strobe and chrysanthemum effects, silver crackles, blue and red flames and cascades of silver stars.

**Patriot Missiles**

A 300 Shot Cake ejecting whistling comet to either silver glittering or crackling stars.
ASTRAL FORCE
19 SHOT CAKE
A 19 SHOT CAKE EJECTING RED AND CRACKLING TAILS WHICH BURST WITH GOLDEN STROBE WITH GREEN STARS OR BLUE STARS, AND CRACKLING STARBURSTS.
CODE: 30715

ASTRAL CAKES

TROPICAL STORM
160 SHOT CAKE
A 160 SHOT CAKE EJECTING ASSORTED COLOURED STARS, CRACKLING AND WHISTLING COMETS, RED AND GREEN TAILS WITH BURSTS OF CRACKLING STARS OR RED, GREEN AND YELLOW PEONIES.
CODE: 30723

ARPA £31.99 SHOTS 160 OUTER CARTON 8
Missile Strike
249 Shot Cake

A 249 shot cake ejecting whistling comets with red, green and silver tails to crackle, of assorted size.

ARRP £44.99
Shots 249
Outer Carton 8

Code: 30725

Dragon’s Breath
35 Shot Fan Cake

A 35 shot fanned cake ejecting purple, golden glitter and blue bouquet stars with burst of purple dahlia with gold strobe, brocade effects with blue star, golden willow effects with coloured and crackling stars, and glittering comet tails.

ARRP £53.99
Shots 35
Outer Carton 4

Code: 30728
AIR COLLISION
110 SHOT CAKE
A 110 SHOT CAKE EJECTING ASSORTED COLOURED TAILS WHICH BURST TO RED STARS WITH CRACKLE, GREEN STARS WITH CRACKLE, BLUE COCO WITH RED GLITTER, RED COCO AND WHITE GLITTER, SILVER COCO WITH BLUE STARS, RED AND BLUE PEONIES, PURPLE AND GREEN PEONIES, BROCADE CROWN AND LEMON AND BLUE STARS.

RAP £59.99
SHOTS 110
OUTER CARTON 3

SCREAMING SERPENTS
1000 SHOT CAKE
A 1000 SHOT CAKE EJECTING WHISTLING COMETS WITH RED, GREEN AND SILVER TAILS TO CRACKLE.

RAP £69.99
SHOTS 1000
OUTER CARTON 3
**HELL'S JOURNEY**

A 37 SHOT CAKE EJECTING COLOURED AND CRACKLING TAILS WHICH BURST WITH GOLDEN STROBE AND GREEN STARS, GOLDEN BROCADE EFFECTS WITH GREEN AND PURPLE STARS, BLUE STARS WITH CRACKLE, AND GOLDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM EFFECTS.

**Code:** 30733

- **Outer Carton:** 3 Shots 37
- **Rpp:** £79.99

---

**TURBO TWISTER**

A COMBINATION FIREWORK BEGINNING WITH A SILVER FOUNTAIN, THEN EJECTING 42 SHOTS OF COLOURED TAILS BURSTING WITH SILVER FRINGY AND BLUE STAR, RED OR SILVER STROBE, ASSORTED COLOURED PÉONIES, AND TITANIUM CHRYSANTHEMUM BURSTS.

**Code:** 30745

- **Outer Carton:** 4 Shots 42
- **Rpp:** £89.99
NUCLEAR ATTACK

482 SHOT CAKE

A 482 SHOT CAKE EJECTING AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURED, WHISTLING AND CRACKLING COMETS, ASSORTED COLOURED TAILS WITH BURSTS OF RED OR BLUE STARS WITH SILVER STROBE, GOLD CRACKLING, PURPLE AND CRACKLING STARS, SILVER WAVE EFFECTS, AND CRACKLING STARBURSTS.

CODE: 30748

APR £89.99 SHOTS 482 OUTER CARTON 2

Astra Fireworks

TERROR IN THE SKIES

270 SHOT CAKE

A 270 SHOT CAKE EJECTING BOUQUETS OF RED, GREEN, BLUE, CRACKLING AND SILVER STROBE, BURSTS OF RED AND GREEN PEONIES, GREEN, BLUE AND YELLOW PEONIES, AND CRACKLING STARBURSTS.

CODE: 30760

OUTER CARTON 2 SHOTS 270 APR £124.99
**Midnight Blaster**

**76 Shot Cake**

A 76 shot fanned cake ejecting bouquets of crackling stars, assorted coloured tails with bursts of red or green coco with silver strobe, blue stars with red strobe, red stars with golden strobe, golden willow effects with green stars, silver coco with red stars, and silver chrysanthemum starbursts.

**Zombie Dawn**

**Code: 30718**

**Midnight Blaster**

**77 Shot Cake**

A 77 shot cake ejecting assorted coloured tails which burst to red and white glitter, purple and green peonies, yellow coco with green glitter, red and blue stars, purple coco with crackle, silver coco with blue stars, brocade crown with chrysanthemum bursts.

**Code: 307182**

**ARp £129.99**

**Shots 482**

**Outer Carton 1**
Vampires Revenge 2
200 Shot Cake

An excellent 200 shot cake, which lights up the night sky with breath-taking effects and colours, a must for any bonfire party.

Code: 30783

RRP £179.99
Shots 200
Outer Carton 1

14" Gold Sparklers
10 x 14" Inch Sparkler Pack

Code: 30310

RPP £1.69
Pieces Per Pack 10
Outer Carton 80
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STORAGE AND SALE

BRITISH STANDARDS
All Cosmic Fireworks Ltd and Astra Fireworks offered for sale are tested to comply with BS EN15947.

VALUE ADDED TAX
All trade prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. All recommended retail prices include VAT at 20%. Should the VAT rate change, the retail prices will be amended accordingly.

PLEASE NOTE:
Prices shown were fixed at January 2019 and will be maintained unless dramatic increases in material costs occur.

All goods are offered subject to availability.

We reserve the right to vary contents of all selections and packs.

LICENSED STORAGE
Before the purchase of fireworks you are required under the Explosives Regulations 2014 to licence your premises. Licensing fees can be obtained from your local issuing authority. Cosmic Fireworks must see a copy of a valid licence before any deliveries can be made to the licenced premises.

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS
The storing of any explosives is controlled by the Explosives Regulations 2014. These Regulations require any person storing explosives to hold a licence. Local Authorities are responsible for issuing licences for the storage of amounts up to 200kgs NEM. For greater quantities a licence is required from the HSE.

The premises, surroundings and separation distances that you are able to achieve at the storage location will have an effect on the total quantity you will be permitted to store. You should not automatically assume that your shop is suitable to store the maximum amount.

The maximum amount of HT4 that may be stored without the need for separation distances is 250kgs NEM. The maximum amount of HT3 that may be stored without the need for separation distances is 25kgs Nett Explosive Mass (NEM).

When storing a mixture of HT3 (1.3G) and HT4 (1.4G) fireworks in a single store, the total resulting NEM is determined to be all HT3.

You should always review your storage licence prior to purchasing HT3 fireworks to ensure your storage capacity and safety distances are not exceeded.

FIREWORK REGULATIONS
The Explosives Regulations permits the sale of fireworks during the following periods only:

- NOVEMBER 5TH - from 15th October to 10th November
- NEW YEAR - from December 26th to 31st
- CHINESE NEW YEAR - on the first day of the Chinese New Year and the 3 days immediately preceding it
- DIWALI - on the day of Diwali and the 3 days immediately preceding it

Should you wish to sell fireworks outside of these periods then an additional licence to sell fireworks will be required from your local authority (£500)

PREVENTION OF UNDERAGE SALES
A statutory notice, relating to the illegality of sales to and possession of fireworks by under 18’s must be displayed in full view of the buying public. This notice may be obtained from either your supplier of from your local authority.

It is now illegal to supply a fireworks which has a decibel level of over 120dB A-Lmax. Cosmic Fireworks (Trading) Ltd is committed to supplying only fireworks below this level.

In the unlikely event of a retailer selling a quantity of fireworks in the excess of 50kgs NEM to any one purchaser, a record must be kept of the name and address of the purchaser, plus the weight of the consignment.

COSMIC FIREWORKS LTD.
MARKET Rasen. LN8 6HF
T: 01283 520771 E: ENQUIRIES@COSMICFIREWORKS.COM
WWW.COSMICFIREWORKS.COM